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Abstract—Business process metamodel is a representation of
knowledge on business processes. Balanced scorecard ontology
(BSCO) is a conceptual representation of the balanced scorecard,
so it can be integrated in semantics. However, the balanced
scorecard ontology unable to measure fraud criterion when a
business process has been executed. This research propose a
model Warning Criterion Ontology (WCO) to detect wrong
pattern and wrong resource in the organization. In this study,
Key Performance Indicator (KPI) has been performed to
cascades quality assurance office from the universities in
Indonesia. The KPI method for "Percentage of Compliance in
running well Standard Operating Procedure (SOP)" has been
proposed in this research. By using KPI, warning activity
measurement could be measured in organization with linked
WCO, business process metamodel, BSCO and Petri net
ontology.
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Balanced Scorecard (BSC) is a tool in the field of
management to manage business strategies, measuring the
performance of the company, communicate the vision,
mission, strategies and objectives to stakeholders. In the
measurement of performance, the BSC uses four perspectives:
financial, customer, business process, learning and growth.
The previous studies have proposed a model of balanced
scorecard based on ontology (BSCO) [8].
However, the balanced scorecard ontology unable to
measure fraud criterion when a business process has been
executed. This research proposes a model Warning Criterion
Ontology (WCO) to detect the wrong pattern and wrong
resource in the organization. The KPI method for “Percentage
of Compliance in running well Standard Operating Procedure
(SOP)” has been proposed in this research. By using KPI,
warning activity measurement could be measured in
organization with linked WCO, business process metamodel,
BSCO and Petri net ontology.
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I. INTRODUCTION

II.

The business process involves activities carried out in a
coordinated manner and run by people to achieve the
goals/objectives of business [1]. A process remains a top
priority in conducting business setting, but some aspects of the
process that still has its own challenges in implementing it [2].
On average, a company lost 7 percent of its gross revenue
each year. There are 20 percent of people in the company
never commit fraud, 60 percent of them rely on the
opportunities to commit fraud, and the remaining 20 percent
actually commit fraud [3]. Based on the research [4] wrong
pattern and wrong resource is a fraud criterion.
Nunes [5] has proposed a model to creation, manipulation
and reuse information contextually related to the activities of
business process. Then, Mattos [6] improved that research by
propose three-layer metamodel, they are context metamodel
layer, business process metamodel layer, and domain
metamodel layer. The research aims to represent a concept or
knowledge of the context of business process. Petri net can be
used to describe a business process, with representing petri net
using ontologies can provide semantic description of petri net
concepts and their relationships [7].

LITERATURE

A. Petri Net Ontology
Petri net can be used to describe a particular business
process. Petri net is a specific type of chart that contains
several types of objects, namely the place, transition, arc and
tokens. Zhang Fu [7] has modeled in the form of a Petri net
ontology, by translating some of the key features of a Petri net
into classes, properties and axioms of OWL DL.
B. Business Process Metamodel
Mattos [6] has proposed a layer to specifically define
concepts of context and their relationships. Thus, to express the
element of a business model modifying by Nunes [5],
excluding the class Context and establishing new relationships
between the two layers. Moreover, the formalism presented to
improves the original ontology by making all of the relevant
concepts related to context explicit in a separate model (context
metamodel layer) and highlighting in the second layer a
business process metamodel. This metamodel should be taken
as a basis for building the process models, which is needed to
identify and monitor.
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C. Balanced Scorecard Ontology
The Balanced Scorecard (BSC) [9] can be identified as the
organization’s drivers toward its objectives and make them
converge toward them, defining the relations among the goals
of performance from four perspectives of the organization.
Kaplan and Norton described the BSC as a framework of
action to translate the vision of an organization in its strategy,
lending attention to the requests of shareholders, clients, and
internal requests, that in a joint way describe the strategy of an
organization, and how this strategy can be achieved. In the
measurement of performance, the BSC uses four perspectives:
financial, customer, business process, learning and growth.
The previous studies have proposed a model of balanced
scorecard based on ontology (BSCO). BSCO is a
representation of elements, relationships, vocabulary and
semantics of the essential subjects in the balanced scorecard
domain [8]. BSCO is structured into several levels of
decomposition with increasing depth and complexity. The first
level of decomposition of ontology contains the four
perspectives, which are the products and services firm offers,
the relationship it maintains with its customers, the
infrastructure necessary in order to provide this and finally, the
financial aspects, which are the expression of business success
or failure. An ontological model built around the balanced
scorecard domain, allows us to achieve a conceptualization of
the business process, aligned with the strategy of an
organization, to be captured, represented, disseminated and
processed by the resource at a company.

III. REPRESENTATION OF WARNING CRITERION
In this paper, we propose a warning criterion base on
ontology. In this section, we present Warning Criterion
Ontology (WCO) master with two component, i.e. enterprise
ontology and specification (viewpoint). Enterprise ontology for
WCO-Master
includes
five
domains:
performance
management, business process, petri net, organizational and
warning criterion. Figure. 1 depicts the WCO-Master enterprise
ontology.
A. Semantic Integration
Semantic technologies [10, 11] offer a new way to
integrate data and applications. Before making the maps, a
model (or an ontology [12]) of a given business domain is
defined. The model is expressed in a knowledge representation
language and contains business concepts, relationships and a
set of rules. This representation of the knowledge enables the
creation of structured information collections and rules of
inference to facilitate the automated reasoning.
In this research, business rule class on business process
metamodel will link with standard operating procedure (SOP)
class on WCO. Where the representation of the SOP is derived
from petri net. Then activity class on business process
metamodel will link with key performance indicator (KPI)
class on BSCO. Legal activities in this model are divided into
key activity and normal activity. The key activity of the
business process will be mapped into one of the key
performance indicators.
B. Warning Criterion Ontology (WCO)
At model Warning Criterion Ontology (WCO) with OWL

Fig. 1. WCO-Master Enterprise Ontology.
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DL ontologies, i.e., we translate some key features from the
component of WCO into classes, properties and axioms of
OWL DL ontologies. Figure. 2 shows a model of WCO. The
main classes and attributes are described in Table I.

• Each organizational unit on cascading symbol cui
∈ C is mapped into a class identifier ϕ(cui) ∈
CID0;
• Each warning activity on Activity symbol wai ∈ A
is mapped into a property identifier ϕ(wai) ∈
PID0;
• Each wrong pattern from a fraud fwp ∈ F is
mapped into an individual identifier ϕ(fwp) ∈ IID0;
• Each wrong resource from a fraud fwr ∈ F is
mapped into an individual identifier ϕ(fwr) ∈ IID0;
• A class identifier ϕ(CSOP) ∈ CID0 denotes all the
SOP in WCO;
• A class identifier ϕ(CEventLogs) ∈ CID0 denotes
all the Event Logs in WCO;
• A class identifier ϕ(CKeyActivity) ∈ CID0
denotes all the Key Activity in WCO;
• A class identifier ϕ(CEmployee) ∈ CID0 denotes
all the Employee in WCO;
• A class identifier ϕ(CUnit) ∈ CID0 denotes all the
Unit in WCO;
• A property identifier ϕ(wa) ∈ PID0 denotes all the
warning activity in WCO;
• A individual identifier ϕ(fwp) ∈ IID0 denotes all
the fraud criteria wrong pattern in WCO;
• A individual identifier ϕ(fwr) ∈ IID0 denotes all
the fraud criteria wrong resource in WCO;
• A class identifier owl:Thing ∈ CID0 is used to
denote all elements in warning criterion ontology
WCO, and another class identifier owl:Nothing ∈
CID0 denotes empty sets;

Fig. 2. Model of WCO.

TABLE I. WARNING CRITERION CLASSES AND ATTRIBUTES
Class

Description and attributes

Cascading

Representing cascading on balanced scorecard.
Attributes: name, description.
Representing for criteria fraud.
Attributes: name, description.
Logs is a super class for all element on event logs.
Attributes: description
Set of actions aimed at reaching one or more objectives
that consumes and produces and requires actors to execute
it. This class linked with activity from business process.
Attributes: name, description, action, expected goal,
achieved goal.
Representing standards operational procedure.
Attributes: relation with transition.

Fraud
Logs

Activity

SOP

Let WCO = (S, E, F, A, C) be warning criterion ontology.
The OWL DL ontology O = ϕ(WCO) = (ID0, Axiom0) can be
defined by transformation function ϕ as follows:
1) The OWL DL identifier set ID0 of ϕ(WCO) contains
following elements:
• Each SOP symbol si ∈ S is mapped into a class
identifier ϕ(si) ∈ CID0;
• Each event logs on Logs symbol ei ∈ E is mapped
into a class identifier ϕ(ei) ∈ CID0;
• Each key activity on Activity symbol aki ∈ A is
mapped into a class identifier ϕ(aki) ∈ CID0;
• Each employee on cascading symbol cei ∈ C is
mapped into a class identifier ϕ(cei) ∈ CID0;

2) The OWL DL axiom set Axiom0 of ϕ(WCO) contains
following elements:
• Warning activity in WCO means that its input is
an event logs and output is a warning activity in
class perspective (BSCO). Then creating the
property axioms:
ObjectProperty (ϕ(wa) domain (Class
perspective on BSCO) range
(ϕ(CKeyActivity)));
• Fraud criteria in WCO mean that its input is event
logs and output is a status wrong pattern or wrong
resource, and thus it is necessary to define the
domain and range of the corresponding individual
identifiers ϕ(fwp) and ϕ(fwr). Then creating the
property axioms:
DataProperty (ϕ(fwp) domain (ϕ(CEventLogs))
range (boolean));
DataProperty (ϕ(fwr) domain (ϕ(CEventLogs))
range (boolean));
Rule for warning criterion ontology, can see below:
1) Rule for wrong pattern:
EventLogs(?e1), EventLogs(?e2),
BusinessRule(?b1), BusinessRule(?b2),
hasActivity(?b1, ?a1), hasActivity(?b2, ?a2),
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assurance office about “Percentage of unit academic and nonacademic services certified by ISO 9001: 2008”. This KPI is
“Percentage of compliance in running well SOP (The
percentage of fraud criteria at SOP)”. KPI of Quality assurance
office are described in Table II.

hasActivity(?e1, ?a1), hasActivity(?e2, ?a3),
hasNextBusinessRule(?b1, ?b2),
hasNextEventLogs(?e1, ?e2),
hasNameActivity(?a2, ?na2), hasNameActivity(?a3,
?na3), notEqual(?na2, ?na3) 
hasWrongPatternSequence(?e1, true),
hasWrongPatternSequence(?e2, true);

TABLE II. KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATOR OF QUALITY ASSURANCE
OFFICE [14]

2) Rule for wrong resource:
EventLogs(?e), BusinessRule(?b), hasActivity(?b,
?a), hasActivity(?e, ?a), originator(?b, ?o1),
originator(?e, ?o2), hasName(?o1, ?no1),
hasName(?o2, ?no2), notEqual(?no1, ?no2) 
hasWrongResource(?e, true);

Key Performance Indicator
The number of department has been accreditation/international equity
(accumulative) (Facilitation Program in the process of
accreditation/international equity)
The percentage of students who graduate on time (SPMI
implemented/assessment SPMI)

3) Rule for linked perspective with activity:
BusinessProcess(?b),
BusinessProcessObjective(?o),
BusinessProcessSucessFactor(?s), KPI(?k),
Activity(?a), contains(?b, ?o), measures(?a, ?k),
measures(?k, ?s), measures(?s, ?o) 
linkedPerspective(?a, ?b)

Percentage of S1 student with GPA> 3 annually (SPMI
implemented/assessment SPMI)
The average level of student satisfaction on the quality of academic
activities (department assessed SPMI)
Lecturer percentage with EPBM> 3 (Student participation in accreditation
forms filling EPBM)

4) Rule for warning activity:
EventLogs(?e), BusinessProcess(?b), Activity(?a),
hasActivity(?e, ?a), linkedPerspective(?a, ?b),
hasWrongResource(?e, ?f), equal(?f, true) 
warningActivity(?b, ?a)
IV.

Percentage of S0 department which is accredited by BAN- PT (Facilitation
Program in the accreditation process BAN-PT)
Percentage of S1 department which is accredited by BAN- PT (Facilitation
Program in the accreditation process BAN-PT)
Percentage of S2 department which is accredited by BAN- PT (Facilitation
Program in the accreditation process BAN-PT)

EXPERIMENT AND RESULT

Percentage of S3 department which is accredited by BAN- PT (Facilitation
Program in the accreditation process BAN-PT)
Percentage of unit academic and non-academic services certified by ISO
9001: 2008 (Facilitation ISO certification through socialization, training
and mentoring)
Number of laboratory that obtain ISO 17025 certification and Knapps
(Facilitation ISO certification through socialization, training and
mentoring)

In this paper, an accreditation assistance program was
investigating as an experiment for linked activity with KPI.
Figure. 3 shows a Standard Operating Procedure of
accreditation assistance program [13]. In which the university
has implemented a balanced scorecard approach to assessing
the performance of the university. In this case, we used key
performance indicators from the university in Indonesia [14].
In 2011 Quality assurance office at the university have 11 KPI.
Then we proposed KPI for controlling KPI at Quality

Percentage of compliance in running well SOP (The percentage of
fraud criteria at SOP)

Fig. 3. Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) of accreditation assistance program [13].
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Fig. 4. Flowchart evaluation of WCO

The results of the random path generation, we separate it
into event logs normal based on the results of a complete
generation. We set 100 cases for event logs normal. The
result from event logs generation complies to standard
XES. Then event logs normal converted into the format of
OWL.

A. Experiment
In this research, we use three step for evaluation our
method. The steps are: a) define dataset, b) converted into the
format of OWL, c) detect warning activity. Figure. 4 shows a
flowchart evaluation of WCO.

3) Fraud Setting.
Event log fraud is the results generated are not contained in
the case from three complete generation. We set 50 cases
for event logs fraud. Where 20 cases is a case where the
originator has misplaced and 30 cases is a case where there
was a wrong pattern sequence. Then event logs fraud
converted into the format of OWL.

1) SOP of accreditation Petri Net.
In this research, we used tools Workflow Petri Net
Designer (WoPeD). WoPeD stands for Workflow Petri Net
Designer and is open-source [15]. The underlying file
format complies to standard PNML, allowing models
created by WoPeD to be exchanged with other PNMLaware tools [16]. Then PNML format is converted into the
format of OWL with Petri Net Ontology structure.

This simulation has been implemented with protégé with
the reasoned pellet. The results of the simulation showed
that are activities that were detected as a warning in
perspective BSCO. Figure. 6 shows simulation in the class
perspective balanced scorecard.

2) Petri Net-based Event Log Generation.
In this research, we used event logs from the generator
plugin log in ProM [18]. We use two simulations at event
log generation option, that is: random path generation and
complete generation. At random path generation, we get
2000 cases, when complete generation we get 3 cases.
Figure. 5 shows the results of the random path generation.

Fig. 6. Simulation in class perspective balanced scorecard.

B. Result
In this research, our model can detect wrong pattern
sequence and wrong resource misplaced. But our model can’t
detect pattern split. The result for detection warning activity
can show in Table III.

Fig. 5. The results of the random path generation.
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organization business process that has been executed. By
linked warning criterion into performance indicators so that
management can be more responsive to activity indicated as
the wrong pattern and wrong resource that affect the
performance of the company. Our method only detects
originator has misplaced and wrong pattern sequence.

TABLE III. RESULT FOR DETECTION WARNING ACTIVITY
Activity
KPI
name

type

scheduling_so
cialization
socialization

Compliance
in running
well SOP of
accreditatio
n assistance
program

prepare_docu
ment_accredit
ation
send_docume
nt_accreditati
on_to_assesm
ent_team
checking_doc
ument_accred
itation
receive_corre
ctions
mentoring_an
d_guidance_r
evised
revise_docum
ent_accreditat
ion
provide_info_
for_qualified
send_docume
nt_accreditati
on_to_PR_1
send_docume
nt_accreditati
on_to_BAPSI
send_docume
nt_accreditati
on_to_REKT
OR
send_docume
nt_accreditati
on_to_BAN_
PT
visitation_sch
eduling_simul
ation
visitation_sim
ulation
receive_visita
tion_BAN_P
T
visitation_BA
N_PT
receive_SK_a
ccreditation_
REKTOR_B
APSI
send_SK_to_
program_stud
i
receive_SK_a
ccreditation_p
rogram_studi

V.

Normal
Activity
Normal
Activity

Wrong
pattern
sequ
split
ence

Originator
has
misplaced

5

-

0

5

-

0

Key
Activity

0

-

0

Key
Activity

-

0

2

Key
Activity

-

0

2

Key
Activity

0

-

2

Key
Activity

0

-

2

Key
Activity

5

-

2

Key
Activity

0

-

0

Key
Activity

0

-

2

Key
Activity

2

-

2

Key
Activity

2

-

1

Key
Activity

2

-

0

Normal
Activity

0

-

0

Normal
Activity

0

-

0

Key
Activity

2

-

0

Key
Activity

0

-

0

Normal
Activity

2

-

0

Normal
Activity

0

-

0

Normal
Activity

5

-

5

In the future, we will repair rule for the wrong pattern for
pattern split, then we will add other fraud criteria such as skip
activity, throughput time, wrong decision and wrong duty.
Then it will be implemented into the plugin ProM for fraud
detection at a key activity of the business process.
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